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Abstract
A Feynman-Kac type formula of relativistic Schrodinger operators with unbounded
vector potential and spin 1=2 is given in terms of a three-component process con-
sisting of Brownian motion, a Poisson process and a subordinator. This formula is
obtained for unbounded magnetic elds and magnetic eld with zeros. From this
formula an energy comparison inequality is derived. Spatial decay of bound states
is established separately for growing and decaying potentials by using martingale
methods.
Keywords: relativistic Schrodinger operators, bound states, spatial decay, Feynman-Kac
formulae, Poisson process, subordinate Brownian motion, martingales.
1
1 Introduction
In the paper [HIL09] we constructed a Feynman-Kac formula for a generalized Schrodinger
operator with spin of the form
	(h(a; )) + V: (1.1)
Here V is a real-valued external potential, 	 is an arbitrary Bernstein function with




(  (p  a))2; (1.2)
including a vector potential a = (a1; a2; a3) describing a magnetic eld, and the Pauli
matrices  = (1; 2; 3) describing spin 1=2. As we have shown, the Feynman-Kac
representation of (1.1) involves three independent stochastic processes, Brownian motion,
a Poisson process and a subordinator. Moreover, spin 1=2 was also extended to higher
spins in [HIL09], see also [ARS91].
In this paper we consider a functional integral representation of the strongly continuous
one-parameter semigroup generated by the relativistic Schrodinger operator with spin 1=2
in three-dimensional space, p
(  (p  a))2 +m2  m+ V: (1.3)
Here m is the mass of the relativistic particle, which we regard as a parameter. This
Hamilton operator is a special case of (1.1) obtained by choosing
	(u) =
p
2u+m2  m; m  0: (1.4)
In this case we have the 1
2
-stable subordinator about which more details are known than
about subordinators related to a general 	. Using this extra information, our main goal
in this paper is to prove a Feynman-Kac-type formula for (1.3) under weaker conditions
than needed for general 	, and use it to derive the fall-o properties of bound states. In
particular, in contrast to [HIL09] we can cover unbounded magnetic elds in Theorem 3.6
and magnetic elds with zeros in Theorem 3.8.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to introducing the relativistic
Schrodinger operator with spin 1=2 as a self-adjoint operator on C2 
 L2(R3) and a
unitary equivalent representation on L2(R3  Z2). In Section 3.1 we reassess results in
[HIL09] and give a Feynman-Kac formula with bounded magnetic elds. In Section 3.2
we prove a Feynman-Kac formula for unbounded magnetic elds, and in Section 3.3 for
magnetic elds having zeros. In Section 4 we derive the decay properties of bound states
separately for growing and decaying potentials by using martingale methods. See [Car78]
for standard Schrodinger operators.
2
2 Relativistic Schrodinger operator with spin 1=2
2.1 Denitions
We begin by dening the self-adjoint operator h(a; ) and
p
2h(a; ) +m2   m + V
rigorously.
The spinless Schrodinger operator h0 with vector potential a and zero external poten-
tial is dened as a self-adjoint operator on L2(R3). Let D = p   a, where p =  i@x
is the generalized dierential operator. Dene the quadratic form q by





where H1(R3) = ff 2 L2(R3) jDf 2 L2(R3);  = 1; 2; 3g. If a 2 (L2loc(R3))3, then
the quadratic form q is non-negative and closed, and hence there exists a unique self-
adjoint operator h0 satisfying (h0f; g) = q(f; g), for f 2 D(h0) and g 2 H1, where
D(h0) =

f 2 Q(q) j q(f; ) 2 L2(R3)0	. Let C10 (R3) = C10 be the set of innitely many
times dierentiable functions with compact support on R3. It can be seen that C10 is a
form core for h0 under the assumption a 2 (L2loc(R3))3, see [LS81].
Next we introduce a magnetic eld b = (b1; b2; b3). Physically it is given by b = r a,
however, in this paper we regard the magnetic eld b independent of the vector potential
a. We will use the following conditions on the vector potential a.
Assumption 2.1 (Vector potential) The vector potential a = (a1; a2; a3) is a vector-
valued function whose components a,  = 1; 2; 3, are real-valued functions such that
a 2 (L2loc(R3))3 and r  a 2 L1loc(R3), where r  a is understood in distributional sense.
Assumption 2.2 (Magnetic eld) Suppose that D( )  D(b) and for f 2 D( )
the conditions kbfk  k fk+0kfk,  = 1; 2; 3, and 1+2+3 < 1 are satised.































b3 b1   ib2




Under Assumption 2.2 
 b is relatively bounded with respect to 1
 2h0, as an operator
in C2 
 L2(R3), with a relative bound strictly smaller than 1,
k( 
 b)fk  (1 + 2 + 3)k1
 2h0fk+ Ckfk; f 2 C2 
D(h): (2.2)
This follows through the diamagnetic inequality j(f; e th0g)j  (jf j; e t(  12)jgj) under
Assumption 2.1. Thus the self-adjoint operator
h = 1





 L2(R3) is bounded from below under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. We choose m so
as to guarantee that
2h+m2 = 1
 2h0    
 b+m2  0:
Note that under a suitable condition h is positive, and in this case we can take m = 0.
From now on we omit the tensor product 
 for notational convenience.
We now dene the self-adjoint operator H.





L2(R3). Here the square root is taken through the spectral resolution of 2h+m2.
An example is the operator
p
(  (p  a))2 +m2  m such that a 2 (L4loc(R3))3, r  a 2
L2loc(R3) and r a 2 (L2loc(R3))3. In this case it is seen that




In order to construct a functional integral representation of (f; e t(H+V )g) we make a
unitary transform of H on C2 
 L2(R3) to an operator on the space L2(R3  Z2). This
is a space of L2-functions of x 2 R3 and an additional two-valued spin variable  2 Z2,
where
Z2 = f 1; 1g: (2.5)
We dene the spin interaction U on L2(R3  Z2) by
U : f(x; ) 7! Ud(x; )f(x; ) + Uod(x; )f(x; ) (2.6)
where (x; ) 2 R3  Z2,








is the o-diagonal component. Let
hZ2 = h0 + U: (2.9)
Under Assumption 2.2 U is symmetric, relatively bounded with respect to h0 with a
relative bound strictly smaller than 1 so that hZ2 and h are unitary equivalent,
hZ2
= h (2.10)
as seen below. Dene the unitary operator F : L2(R3  Z2)! C2 
 L2(R3) by






Also, dene  = F
 1F . We see that 1 : f(x; ) 7! f(x; ), 2 : f(x; ) 7!
 if(x; ) and 3 : f(x; ) 7! f(x; ).





In what follows instead of H we study HZ2 , and write H (resp. h) instead of HZ2 (resp.
hZ2).
2.3 Three independent stochastic processes
In order to construct a path integral representation we will need three independent
stochastic processes (Bt)t0, (Nt)t0 and (Tt)t0 which we introduce next. We denote
the expectation with respect to path measure W starting at x by ExW .
Let (Bt)t0 be three-dimensional Brownian motion on a probability space (
P ;FP ; P x)
with initial point P x(B0 = x) = 1.
Secondly, let (Nt)t0 be a Poisson process on a probability space (
N ;FN ; ) with
unit intensity, i.e.,
(Nt = n) =
tn
n!
e t; n 2 N [ f0g:
We dene integrals with respect to this process in terms of the sum of evaluations at




















g(r;Nr ) + g(b;Nb); Nb+ 6= Nb :
Associated to the Poisson process we also dene a Z2-valued stochastic process (t)t0
on (
N ;FN ; ) by
t = ( 1)Nt : (2.13)
Finally, let (Tt)t0 denote the subordinator on a given probability space (
 ;F ; )
dened by its Laplace transform







Note that (Tt)t0 is a one-dimensional Levy process with right continuous paths with
left limits, almost surely non-decreasing. It can be more explicitly described as the rst
hitting time process
Tt = inffs > 0 jB1s +ms = tg;
where (B1t )t0 is a one-dimensional Brownian motion independent of the three-dimensional




The role of these three stochastic processes is as follows. Clearly, the Schrodinger oper-
ator  1
2
+V generates an Ito^ process which can be described using the Brownian motion
(Bt)t0 under V . The Poisson process (Nt)t0 results from the Schrodinger operator with
spin. Finally, the subordinator (Tt)t0 apppears due to the relativistic Schrodinger opera-
tor which generates a Levy process. A particular combination of these three independent
stochastic processes then yields the path integral representation of e t(H+V ) which we will
discuss below.
2.4 Generator of Markov process
Consider the R3  Z2-valued joint Brownian and jump process

P  
N 3 (!; !1) 7! Xt(!; !1) = (Bt(!); t(!1)) 2 R3  Z2
with initial value X0. The generator of this Markov process is [HIL09]
G0 =  1
2
 + F + 1; (2.16)
6




(3 + i2)(3   i2)  1 =  1:
Note that inf Spec(G0) = 0.
In the relativistic case, the subordinator explained above appears in addition to this.




 3 (!; !1; !2) 7! qt(!; !1; !2) = (BTt(!2)(!); Tt(!2)(!1)) 2 R3  Z2:
In a similar manner to (Xt)t0, we can identify the generator of (qt)t0.
Proposition 2.5 The generator of the Markov process (qt)t0 is
G =
p
 + 2F + 2 +m2  m (2.17)
and its characteristic function is given by
E0;0;0M [e
iZqt ] = E0;0;0M [e
iBTteizTt ] = e t(
p
jj2+m2 m) cos z + ie t(
p
jj2+4+m2 m) sin z (2.18)
for Z = (; z) 2 R3  R.


















= E0 [(f; e Tt( 
1
2
+F+1)g)] = (f; e tGg):
Hence it follows that (2.17) is the generator of (qt)t0, while (2.18) is straightforward.
qed
3 Feynman-Kac-type representations
3.1 Bounded magnetic eld
In this subsection we briey discuss some results established in [HIL09] obtained for a






b1(x)2 + b2(x)2; (3.1)
and notice that jUod(x; )j =W (x).
7
Proposition 3.1 (Feynman-Kac formula: bounded magnetic eld) Let Assump-
tion 2.1 hold and assume that b 2 L1 for  = 1; 2; 3. Let V be relatively bounded with
respect to







<1; a:e: x 2 R3: (3.2)
Then H + V is self-adjoint on D(H) and


























log ( Uod(Bs; s )) dNs: (3.6)
Proof. Since kV fk  kp +m2fk + 0kfk with constants  < 1 and 0, and b
is bounded, we have kV fk  kHfk + Ckfk with a constant C. Hence self-adjointness
follows by the Kato-Rellich theorem. (3.3) follows from [HIL09, Theorem 5.9]. qed
We notice that SA and SS in Proposition 3.1 stand for  i
R X
0






log ( Uod(Bs; s )) dNs evaluated at X = Tt, respectively.
A Feynman-Kac formula without spin is an immediate corollary. This was rst es-




h0 +m2  m: (3.7)
Corollary 3.2 Let Assumption 2.1 hold, and assume that V = V+   V  satises that
V+ 2 L1loc(R3) and V  is relatively form bounded with respect to
p +m2 with a relative
bound strictly less than 1. Then









In particular, when a = 0,
(f; e t(






  R t0 V (Xs)dsi : (3.9)
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Corollary 3.3 Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.2 we have
(1) j(f; e t(Hspinless _+V+ _ V )g)j  (jf j; e t(H0 _+V+ _ V )jgj)
(2) inf Spec(H0 _+V+ _ V )  inf Spec(Hspinless _+V+ _ V ).
3.2 Unbounded magnetic eld
We extend the Feynman-Kac formula above (Proposition 3.1) to the case of magnetic
elds b that are possibly unbounded and satisfy Assumption 2.2. This extension is not
straightforward, and we need several lemmas.
Dene the truncated magnetic eld b(N) by
b(N) (x) =
8<:
b(x) if jb(x)j  N
N if b(x) > N
 N if b(x) <  N:
Then the Feynman-Kac formula for the Hamiltonian with the truncated magnetic eld is
readily given by Proposition 3.1 in which b is replaced by b(N). Let HN be dened by H
with b replaced by b(N).
Lemma 3.4 Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 the semigroup e tHN is strongly convergent
to e tH as N !1.
Proof. Let hN be h with b replaced by b
(N). We see that hN ! h as N ! 1 on the
common domain D(hn) = D(h). Then e
 thN ! e th strongly as N ! 1. Thus it is
immediate to see that
(f; e tHNg) = E0 [(f; e TthNg)]! E0 [(f; e Tthg)] = (f; e tHg); (3.11)
which implies strong convergence. qed








0 logW (Bs)dNseTt :








Proof. Dene the spin operator jU j and jU jN by
jU j : f(x; ) 7!  1
2
jb3(x)jf(x; ) W (x)f(x; ); (3.12)
jU jN : f(x; ) 7!  1
2
jb(N)3 (x)jf(x; ) W (N)(x)f(x; ); (3.13)
where W (N) is W with b replaced by b(N), and dene
bH =p + 2jU j+m2  m: (3.14)
Also, we dene bHN by bH with jU j replaced by jU jN . Let f; g 2 L2(R3) be non-negative.









bSNS i ; (3.15)








By the monotone convergence theorem for forms we see that e t( +2jU jN ) ! e t( +2jU j)
strongly as N ! 1, and thus e t bHN ! e t bH strongly as N ! 1 is shown in the same
way as (3.11). Then the monotone convergence theorem for integrals implies that  is
integrable and the Feynman-Kac formula (3.15) with b(N) replaced by b also holds. qed
Now we can state the rst main theorem.
Theorem 3.6 (Feynman-Kac formula: unbounded magnetic eld) Let Assump-
tions 2.1 and 2.2 as well as condition (3.2) hold, and suppose that V is relatively bounded
with respect to
p +m2 with a relative bound strictly less than 1. Then H + V is
self-adjoint on D(H) and











Proof. We divide the proof in ve steps.
Step 1 : Suppose that V = 0. Then the theorem holds.
Proof: Recall that HN is dened by H with b replaced by b
(N). Then the Feynman-Kac
formula holds with SS replaced by S NS , where S
N














The left hand side above converges to (f; e tHg) as N !1 by Lemma 3.4. On the other
hand, we have








so that the right hand side of (3.18) is integrable by Lemma 3.5, and therefore the Lebesgue























Hence the theorem follows for V = 0.
Step 2: V is relatively bounded with respect to H with a relative bound strictly smaller
than 1. In particular, H + V is self-adjoint on D(H).




2; 0; b3) and Hb0 be dened by H with a = 0 and b replaced by
b0, i.e., Hb0 =
p +   b0 +m2  m. Set   b0 = Ub0 . Then we have
k
p
 +m2fk2 = k(Hb0 +m)fk2 + (f; Ub0f):
Since j(f; Ub0f)j  0kfk2 with a constant 0, and kV fk  k
p +m2fk+00kfk with
constants  < 1 and 00, we have kV fk  AkHb0fk + Ckfk with some C and A < 1.
From the Feynman-Kac formula established in Step 1 the diamagnetic inequality,
j(f; e tHg)j  (jf j; e tHb0 jgj) (3.19)
follows. From (3.19) we have kHb0fk  kHfk+ ckfk, and thus
kV fk  AkHfk+ C 0kfk
with a constant C 0. Hence self-adjointness follows by the Kato-Rellich theorem.
Step 3: Suppose V 2 L1(R3) \ C(R3). Then the statement holds.
Proof: By the Trotter product formula and the Markov property of (qt)t0 we have that











 Pnj=1(t=n)V (BTtj=n )eSS+SAi :











for almost every (!; !2) 2 
P  
 as a Riemann integral. Then the theorem follows for
V 2 L1(R3) \ C(R3).
Step 4: Suppose V 2 L1(R3). Then the statement holds.
Proof: Let Vn = (=n)(V jn), where jn(x) = n3(xn) with  2 C10 such that 0    1,R
R3 (x)dx = 1 and (0) = 1. Then Vn(x) ! V (x)for x 62 N , where N is a set of
Lebesgue measure zero. Notice that
Ex;0P [1N (BTs)] =
Z
R3
1N (x+ y)Ps(y)dy = 0

































Then the Lebesgue measure of fs 2 [0;1) jBTs(!2)(!) 2 N g is zero for almost every path








V (BTs)ds as n ! 1 for almost every


























On the other hand, e t(H+Vn) ! e t(H+V ) strongly as n!1, since H + Vn converges to
H + V on the common domain D(H). Then the theorem follows for V 2 L1(R3).
Step 5: We complete the proof of Theorem 3.6. Let V = V+ V  and Vmn = V+m V n,
with V+, V  denoting the positive and negative parts of V , respectively, and V+m(x) =
V+(x) if V+(x)  m, and V+(x) = m if V+(x)  m, similarly V n(x) = V (x) if V (x)  n
and V (x) = n if V (x)  n. Then by the monotone convergence theorem for forms, we
have e t(H+Vmn) strongly converges to e t(H+Vm1) as n!1, and furthermore e t(H+Vm1)





e t(H+Vmn) = e t(H+V ):
On the other hand, by the monotone convergence theorem for integrals the right hand
side converges. This completes the proof of the theorem. qed
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3.3 Magnetic eld with zeros
Next we consider the case when the o-diagonal component Uod(x; ) vanishes for some
x 2 R3. In this case it is not clear whether R t+
0
j logW (Bs)jdNs <1 holds almost surely.




1; jzj < ";
0; jzj  ";
for z 2 C and write
"(z) = z + ""(z); z 2 C: (3.20)
We see that
j" (Uod(x; ))j > "; (x; ) 2 R3  Z2:
Dene h" by h with the o-diagonal part replaced by " (Uod(x; )), i.e.,
h"f(x; ) = (h0 + Ud(x; )) f(x; ) + " (Uod(x; )) f(x; ); (x; ) 2 R3  Z2:
Also, dene H" by H with Uod replaced by " (Uod(x; )).
We note that for every (x; !; !1; !2) 2 R3  
P  
N  
 , there exists a number
n = n(!1; !2) and random jump times r1(!1); : : : ; rn(!1) of s 7! Ns for 0  s  Tt(!2)















logW (x+Bs)dNs >  1

: (3.21)
Notice that by the denition (x; !; !1; !2) 2 W c if and only if there exists r such that
(1) 0 < r  t  Tt(!2),
(2) s 7! Ns is discontinuous at s = r,
(3) b1(Br(!)) = b2(Br(!)) = 0.
Lemma 3.7 For every (x; !; !1; !2) 2 W c we have
lim
"!0
eR Tt+0 log( "(Uod(Bs; s )))dNs = 0:
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Proof. We have je
R Tt+
0 log( "(Uod(Bs; s )))dNsj  e
R Tt+
0 log(W (Bs)+")dNs . Observe thatZ Tt+
0
log(W (Bs) + ")dNs =
nX
j=1
log(W (Brj) + "):
Since (x; !; !1; !2) 2 W c, there exists an ri such that b1(Bri(!)) = b2(Bri(!)) = 0. ThenZ Tt+
0
log(W (Bs) + ")dNs =
nX
j 6=i
log(W (Brj) + ") + log ";
and e
R Tt+
0 log(W (Bs)+")dNs  e
Pn





0 log(W (Bs)+")dNsj = 0;
and the lemma follows. qed
Theorem 3.8 (Feynman-Kac formula: magnetic eld with zeros) Let Assump-
tions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, and suppose that V is relatively bounded with respect to
p +m2
with a relative bound strictly less than 1. Let W be given by (3.21). Then











Proof. Put V = 0 and x " > 0. We can show that the functional integral representation




















Take the limit " # 0 on both sides above. This gives
lim
"#0
exp ( tH") = exp ( tH) (3.25)
in strong sense, obtained in the same way as Lemma 3.4. On the other hand, by the





























eSA+SS(")1W c = e
SA+SS1W :
Next suppose that V 2 L1(R3) \ C(R3). In this case we can show the theorem in the
same way as in Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Furthermore, the theorem holds for
the required V in the same way as in Steps 4 and 5 above. qed
A diamagnetic inequality follows immediately from Theorem 3.8. Recall that Hb0 is




2; 0; b3) and a by zero, respectively.
Corollary 3.9 (Energy comparison inequality) Suppose the assumptions in Theo-
rem 3.8. Then we have
j(f; e t(H+V )g)j  (jf j; e t(Hb0+V )jgj): (3.26)
In particular, it follows that inf Spec(Hb0 + V )  inf Spec(H + V ).
4 Fall-o of bound states
In this section we prove the decay properties of bound states of relativistic Schrodinger
operators with spin by means of the Feynman-Kac formula derived in the previous section.













<1; a:e: x 2 R3; (4.2)
i.e., the measure of W c in (3.21) is zero.
4.1 Martingale properties: non-relativistic case
We rst consider the non-relativistic case. Let HNR be the Hamiltonian dened by
HNR = h+ V; (4.3)
where h is given by (2.3). Let SNR be dened by the exponent S with the subordinator
Tt replaced by the non-random time t. If Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold and V is relatively
15
bounded with respect to   with a relative bound strictly smaller than 1, then h+ V is
self-adjoint on D( ). Then the Feynman-Kac formula of (f; e t(h+V )g) is given by



























Let 'g be a bound state such that HNR'g = E'g with E 2 R. We consider the spatial
decay of j'g(x; ( 1))j, i.e., its behavior for large jxj.
Let SNR(x; ) = SNRV (x) +SNRA(x) +SNRS(x; ) be given by SNR with Bs and Ns
replaced by Bs + x and Ns + , respectively:
SNRV (x) =  
Z t
0




a(Bs + x)  dBs;
SNRS(x; ) =  
Z t
0
Ud(Bs + x; ( 1)s)ds+
Z t+
0
log ( Uod(Bs + x; ( 1)s )) dNs:
Dene the stochastic process (Mt(x; ))t0 by
Mt(x; ) = e
t(E+1)eSNR(x;)'g(Bt + x; ( 1)t); t  0;
and the ltration
Mt = ((Br; r); 0  r  t); t  0:
Note that e t(HNR E)'g = 'g and then
Ex;P[Mt(0; 0)] = E
0;0
P[Mt(x; )] = 'g(x; ( 1)) (4.5)
by (4.4).
Lemma 4.1 The stochastic process (Mt(x; ))t0 is martingale with respect to (Mt)t0,
i.e., E0;0P[Mt(x; )jMs] =Ms(x; ) for t  s.
16
Proof. We prove the case where (x; ) = (0; 0) for the notational simplicity. The proof




   replaced by R v
u















































Hence we conclude that
E0;0P[e
SNR([s;t])'g(Bt; t)jMs] = EBs;NsP [eSNR([0;t s])'g(Bt s; t s)];
which implies that
E0;0P[MtjMs] = es(E+1)eSNR([0;s])EBs;NsP [Mt s] =Ms:
Then the lemma follows. qed
4.2 Martingale properties: relativistic case
Next we discuss the relativistic case H + V . Let 'g be a bound state of H + V such that
(H + V )'g = E'g (4.7)
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for E 2 R. We use the same notation 'g as for the non-relativistic case. Consider the
stochastic process (Yt)t0
Yt = e
tEeTteS'g(qt); t  0: (4.8)
Furthermore we set
Yt(x; ) = e
tEeTteS (x;)'g(qt(x; )); t  0; (4.9)













Ud(Bs + x; ( 1)s)ds+
Z Tt+
0
log ( Uod(Bs + x; ( 1)s )) dNs: (4.12)
Then
Ex;;0M [Yt] = E
0;0;0
M [Yt(x; )] = 'g(x; ( 1)): (4.13)
We introduce a ltration under which (Yt)t0 is a martingale. We dene Yt(!) (resp.
Tt(x; ; !)) for every ! 2 
 by Yt (resp. Yt(x; )) and with subordinator Tt replaced by
the number Tt(!)  0. Let
F (1)t (!) = ((Br; Nr); 0  r  Tt(!)) 2 FP F (4.14)







A(!) 2 F (1)t (!)
)








B(!) 2 (Tr; 0  r  t)
)
 FP F F : (4.16)
We see that F (1)t and F
(2)
t are the sub--eld of FP F F . We write
Ft = F
(1)
t \F (2)t ; t  0: (4.17)
The conditional expectation E0;0;0M [Yt(x; )jF (1)t ] = E0;0;0M [Yt(x; )jF (1)t ](; ; ) is a stochas-





Lemma 4.2 We have E0;0;0M [Yt(x; )jF (1)t ](; ; !) = E0;0P[Yt(x; ; !)jF (1)t (!)](; ) for all
! 2 
.
Proof. Let A =
S
!2
 (A(!); !) with A(!) 2 F
(1)
t (!). Then


















On the other hand we have



















A comparison of the two sides above completes the proof. qed
Lemma 4.3 The stochastic process (Yt(x; ))t0 is a martingale with respect to (Ft)t0,
i.e., E0;0;0M [Yt(x; )jFs] = Ys(x; ) for t  s.
Proof. We prove the case where (x; ) = (0; 0) for the notational simplicity. The proof
for (x; ) 6= (0; 0) is the same as for (x; ) = (0; 0).
Note that E0;0;0M [YtjFs] = E0;0;0M [YtjF (1)s \F (2)s ] = E0;0;0M [E0;0;0M [YtjF (1)s ]jF (2)s ]. We rst
compute E0;0P[Yt(!)jF (1)s (!)]. Write
S ([u; v]) =  
Z v
u











and, for every ! 2 

S ([u; v]; !) =  
Z v
u












and qt(!) = (BTt(!); Tt(!)), t  0. Since Tt(!) is non-random, we can see in a similar way
to the non-relativistic case that
E0;0P[Yt(!)jF (1)s (!)]
= etEeTt(!)eS ([0;s];!)E0;0P[e



















Hence by Lemma 4.2 we have

















log( Uod(Br Ts ; (r Ts) ))dNr'g(BTt Ts ; Tt Ts)
i
:










Y Ud(Br Y ;r Y )dre
RX+
Y log( Uod(Br Y ; (r Y ) ))dNr'g(BX Y ; X Y )
i
evaluated at X = Tt and Y = Ts. Take the conditional expectation of the right hand side
above with respect to F (2)s . We note that
E0;0;0M [f jF (2)s ](!1; !2; ) = E0 [f(!1; !2; )jNs](); (4.18)
where Ns = (Tr; 0  r  s). Since etEeTseS ([0;s]) is measurable with respect to F (2)s , by


















0 log( Uod(Br; r ))dNr'g(BTt Ts ; Tt Ts)
iNsi ;
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0 log( Uod(Br; r ))dNr'g(BTt s T0 ; Tt s T0)
ii
:














0 log( Uod(Br; r ))dNr'g(BTt s T0 ; Tt s T0)
iil
X=Ts


















Hence we conclude that
E0;0;0M [YtjFs] = esEeTseS ([0;s])(e (t s)(HZ2 E)'g)(qs) = Ys
and the lemma follows. qed
4.3 Upper estimates on bound states
We will use the following conditions.
Assumption 4.4 The following properties hold:





(2) Set m = kb3k1 + kWk1, and m < m2=2.











Lemma 4.5 If Assumption 4.4 holds, then 'g 2 L1(R3) and










for every stopping time  with respect to (Fs)s0 and t  0.
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 2 R t0 V (BTr+x)dreTtm ]1=2  Ex;;0M [j'g(qt)j2]1=2 :























+m2s)1[0;1)(s) denotes the distribution of subordinator Tt.
Since 1X
n=0
j'g(x+ y; ( 1)+n)j2 s
n
n!























with a constant Ct. Furthermore, let m
2=(2m) > q > 1 and 1p +
1
q
= 1. Then we get
Ex;0P [e
 2 R t0 V (BTr )dreTtm ]  Ex;0P [e 2p R t0 V (BTr )dr]1=p  Ex;0P [eqTtm ]1=q :








0 V (BTr )dr
i1=p
<1 (4.21)
since V is of relativistic Kato class, and
Ex;0P [e

















Then 'g 2 L1(R3). Notice that by the martingale property of Yt(x; ),
'g(x; ( 1)) = E0;0;0M [Yt^ (x; )] (4.23)
for every stopping time  and t  0. (4.20) follows from (4.23) and








4.4 Decay of bound states: the case V !1
In this subsection we show the spatial exponential decay of bound states of H + V at
innity.
Lemma 4.6 Let R = infftjjBTt j > Rg. Then R is a stopping time with respect to the
ltration (Ft)t0.
Proof. It suces to show that fR  tg 2 Ft. Notice that





where A(!) = f!0 2 
P j sup0st jBTs(!)(!0)j > Rg 2 F (1)t (!). Thus fR  tg 2 F (1)t .
Moreover





where B(!) = f!0 2 
 j sup0st jBTs(!0)(!)j > Rg. Therefore fR  tg 2 F (2)t and hence
fR  tg 2 Ft. qed
Theorem 4.7 If Assumption 4.4 holds and
lim
jxj!1
V (x) =1; (4.24)
then for every a > 0 there exists b > 0 such that
j'g(x; ( 1))j  be ajxj: (4.25)
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Let W (x) = inffV (y)jjx  yj < Rg, and notice that
lim
jxj!1
W (x)  E =1: (4.26)







  E0;0P e 2(t^R)(W (x) E)1=2
  E0;0P 1fR<tge 2(t^R)(W (x) E)1=2 +  E0;0P 1fRtge 2(t^R)(W (x) E)1=2















for any   0. It can be shown that  E0;0P e sup0st jBTs j1=2  C1eC2t for suciently
small , see [CMS90, Proposition II.5]. Hence
 
E0;0P [1fRtg]







 e t(W (x) E) + e R=2C1eC2t: (4.28)























1=2  p2et(m pm2 2m)=2 (4.29)










Notice that by inserting R = pjxj with any 0 < p < 1, W (x) E !1 as jxj ! 1. Thus
substituting t = jxj for suciently small  > 0 and R = pjxj with some 0 < p < 1, the
theorem follows. qed
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4.5 Decay of bound states: the case V ! 0
In this subsection we consider the case of potentials decaying to zero as jxj ! 1.
Theorem 4.8 Let Assumption 4.4 hold and suppose that
lim
jxj!1




m2   2m: (4.32)
Then there exist a; b > 0 such that
j'g(x; ( 1))j  be ajxj: (4.33)
Proof. Dene R = R(x) = infft; jBTt + xj  Rg. Then R is a stopping time, which

























We rewrite R(0) by R. Let " > 0 be arbitrary. Then for suciently large R it follows
that supjxj>R jV (x)j < " by (4.31), and we see that j
R t^R
0






1=2  Ex;0P emTt^R 1=2 k'gk:
Thus
Ex;0P [e
2(t^R)(E+")] = Ex;0P [1ftRge
2t(E+")] + Ex;0P [1ft>Rge
2R(E+")]
 e2t(E+") + C1e m"jxj
by making use of [CMS90, (II.29)(II.22) and (IV.3)] as above, where m" = m if 2jEj > m
and m" = 2
p
mjEj   jEj2 if 2jEj  m. Also, notice that
Ex;0P [e









On inserting t = jxj with suciently small , the theorem follows. qed
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